VOLUNTEER SERVICE AWARD
is hereby presented to

Gina Galluppi
Gina Galluppi, Senior Executive Director of Stewardship and Donor Relations at University of Southern
California, we honor you as the 2018 recipient of the Association of Donor Relations Professionals
Volunteer Service Award.

“What is the essence of life? To serve others and to do good.” – Aristotle
Gina, you are one of ADRP’s longest-standing volunteers, having served ADRP for more than 10 years.
Few have the breadth of engagement you have demonstrated, including leadership on the Board from
2007 to 2009; chair of the 2012 International Conference in Chicago; editor of The Hub from 2014 to
2018; host of the 2018 Southern California Regional; and mentor, sharing your wisdom as a conference
presentation coach as well as through numerous presentations, webinars, and articles.
You have given so much of yourself to the ADRP mission. As the chair of ADRP’s 2012 Chicago
conference, you led conference committees in creating an exceptional experience for attendees, a breadth
of content for professionals that spanned various career levels, and a robust marketing strategy. Your
steadfastness in planning resulted in the Chicago conference becoming ADRP’s first to reach more than
400 attendees.
As Hub Editor, you instituted several new features including videos, interviews with industry leaders,
and a more modern masthead. You created an additional volunteer opportunity through the Hub
editorial board ensuring members have a voice and choice in the content presented.
You also found time to partner with peers to offer an ADRP regional in Southern California this year,
including serving as the host institution. This half-day event attracted 70 stewardship professionals
from various industries. You are helping to build a strong network of donor relations professionals
throughout the state who can learn and grow together.
Your leadership does not end there. You also have served as mentor, coach, and connector for many
ADRP members in the formative stages of their careers, developing them into outstanding professionals
in the field. You consistently model best practices, and peers describe you as a pioneer and leader in the
pursuit of transparency and donor trust-building. I am proud to call you not only a peer and colleague,
but also a friend.
In recognition of your extraordinary ADRP volunteer experiences, we are proud to present you with the
2018 Association of Donor Relations Professionals Volunteer Service Award. Congratulations!
With sincere gratitude,

Eliza McNulty, President
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